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1. Introduction 
The work of Eilenberg and MacLane on the cohomology of groups [2] left open 
the problem of finding a natural way of interpreting roup cohomology classes in 
c . . . .  ~ ~.nslons" greater than three. There is a well known identity Ext,[el(Z,,7 A)= 
tJ (G, A), and the work of Yoneda [4] provides an interpretation for the elements 
of Ext". A solution of the Eilenberg-MacLane problem was therefore implicit in 
the work of Yoneda. A variant of the Yoneda interpretation of group cohomology 
was published by Barr and Rinehart [5]. 
Eilenberg and MacLane had initially interpreted the third cohomology of groups 
as groups of equivalence classes of abstract kernels. Holt [8] and Huebschmann [9], 
working independently, extended Eilenberg and MacLane's work by showing 
H"+I(G; A) is isomorphic to the group of equivalence classes of crossed n-foM 
extensions of A by G: crossed 2-fold extensions are easily convertible to abstract 
kernels. 
:n Section 2 of this paper, I show that Yoneda's results yield a simple proof of 
~:.e :heorem of Holt and Huebschmann. 
The interpretation of the homology groups of a group is an interesting problem, 
still not completely solved. HIG is the abelianization, a satisfactory solution in case 
n = 1. H2G is the Schur multiplier, but more should be said. The Schur multiplier 
defines the isomorphism class of H2G without the apparatus of homological 
algebra, but the Hopf formula and the structures of algebraic K-theory, e.g. 
symbols, should also be mentioned. The case n = 3 is even more complicated. If 
H~G=H2G=O, an object analogous to the universal central extension, the 
universal central kernel, was studied in [6]. These results again a definition of HaG 
r. ~ involving homological algebra. As in the case n = 2, much more can be said: see 
,~ Chapter III]. 
~n Section 3 of this paper, I define minimal adequate n-fold extensions, which are 
a generalization of the Darstellungsgruppen of Schur. The approach taken is an 
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adaptation of Schur's [1]. Recall that Schur proved the following (we have taken 
advantage of the brevity of current terminology): Let ~p denote the class of the 
central extension C*--,GL(p, C) --* PGL(p, C) in H2(PGL(p,C),C *) and let G be a 
finite group of order p. Then every element of HE(G, C*) can be represented as 
f*(~p) for some homomorphism f : G--*PGL(p, C); thus (PGL(p, C), (p) could be 
taken as a universal example for cohomology of G with coefficients in C*, provided 
I G I=p.  A central extension A >-,H--,, G is defined to be adequate (Schur used the 
adjective 'hinreichend') if every homomorphism f :G~PGL(n ,C)  lifts to a 
homomorphism H~GL(n ,C) .  Schur defined a Darstellungsgruppe to be an 
adequate xtension of minimum order. 
The Schur multiplier was defined in [1] as the initial group of a minimal adquate 
extension. We generalize this by defining the nth multiplier to be the initial group 
of a minimal adquate n-fold extension. The nth multiplier is shown to be isomorphic 
to H n + 1G. As in the cases n-- 1 and 2 discussed above, the nth multiplier provides 
a definition of Hn+lG not involving homological algebra, but leaves open the 
problem of investigating its structure. 
The notation A 1 G will mean the semidirect product of G with a 7/[G]-module A. 
Thus A 1 G is a split extension of A by G., and if X is a group, a homomorphism 
h : X~A 1G consists of a homomorphism hi :X~G,  making A an X-module, and 
a crossed homomorphism h2:X-~A.  We will use the notation h=h 2 ~h I. 
I would like to express by gratitude to John Ratcliffe and Johannes Huebschmann 
for their thoughtful comments about this work. The construction of the class ~+t  
in Section 3 is due to Huebschmann, and replaces a clumsy argument which ap- 
peared in a previous version. 
2. Crossed n-fold extensions 
A crossed module 0 : Y- ,X  is a group homomorphism 0, together with an action 
of the group X on Y, such that for xeX and y, ze  Y, one has 
o(Y)z=yzy -I and O(Xz)=xO(z)x -1. 
Crossed modules were first defined by Whitehead [3]; useful references are Ratcliffe 
[10] and Loday [7], where the relationship of crossed modules with the third co- 
homology group of a group is discussed. Holt [8] and Huebschmann [9] have de- 
fined objects, called by Huebschmann 'crossed n-fold extensions', which relate 
crossed modules to the higher cohomology groups of a group. A crossed n-fold ex- 
tension is an exact sequence 
i (91 On - 3 On - 2 On - 1 e 
g'=A , Z~ ,.-. ' Zn_ 2 ...... ' Y " X 'G  (2.1) 
in which A, Z1, ..., Zn-2 are Z[G]-modules, 0,7_ 1 : Y~X is a crossed module and 
i, 01, ...,0~_2 are g[G]-module homomorphisms. (It is easy to see that ker O,,_l is 
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contained in the center of Y, and that the center of Y is a 7/[G]-module; it therefore 
is sensible to require a,,_ 2 to be a 7/[G]-module homomorphism.) 
A morphism of crossed n-fold extensions is a triple (~0, x , f ) : /~ /~ ', denoting a 
commutative diagram 
i 
/: A ' Z l ' . . .  ' Z,,_ 2 , Y 
l 11 ,9i Z l Zn- 2 Zn - l I f 
l '  
/ ' :  a '  ,Z~ , . . .  'Zn_  2 ' Y '  
,X  ,G  
)Cn 
~X' ,G '  
f (2.2) 
in which 0~, X1, ..., ~'n-2 are Y[G]-module homomorphisms, and (X,,- 1, ~n) is a mor- 
phism of crossed modules. Let d and/ "  be crossed n-fold extensions in which A -- A' 
and G=G' .  Define the relation ~ '=~'  to mean there exists a morphism 
(id, X, id) : d --,,~". The relation = is reflexive and transitive but not symmetric; the 
smallest equivalence relation containing = will be denoted = (following 
Huebschmann). Holt and Huebschmann define a Baer sum for crossed n-fold exten- 
sions, and prove that with this sum, = equivalence classes of crossed n-fold exten- 
siz-czs are a group isomorphic to H "+ I(G : A). We will recover this result as a con- 
sequence of Yoneda's similar interpretation of elements of the higher Ext groups. 
It was observed by Holt [8, Proposition 2.7(ii)], that if d is a crossed n-fold exten- 
sion, then there exists ~", where the group Y' is abelian (and thus a Y[G]-module), 
such that ~- / . ' .  This observation makes it possible to associate with each 
equivalence class of crossed n-fold extensions of A by G a Yoneda equivalence class 
of (n + 1)-fold extensions of A by the trivial 7/[G]-module 7/. If the group Y in (2.1) 
is abelian, then (2.1) is said to be an n-foM module  extension of A by G. Assume 
(2.1) is an n-fold module extension, and let U denote pn_~(Y)CX.  Thus U is a 
Z[G]-module; let I be an injective 7?[G]-module containing U. One has a morphism 
c? group extensions 
j c 
U , X ,G  
I , I ]G  ,G  
(2.3) 
Set r(x)=cr(x) le(x);  then c r :X - , I  is a crossed homomorphism. Put 
R=cokerk :  U~I ,  and let p: I~R be the projection. There is a unique crossed 
homomorphism r :G- - ,R  such that r o e =p o a. Define a Z[G]-module R~ to be the 
e~nension of R by 7? with 1-cocycle r; let l :R  ~R~ denote the inclusion. 
Let J~'(/~) denote the Yoneda equivalence class of the 7/[G]-module (n + 1)-fold 
e:~ension 
i 01 3n-3 On_ 2 k°On_ I t~p 
A 'g  1 ' " "  ' l n  2 ' Y , I -  'R~---'77. (2.4) 
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Proposition 1. The correspondence ? --+ ~(~') is independent o f  the choices made, 
is additive, and, i f  d -8 '  then ~(/ : )= /~(d"). 
Proof. Suppose first that ¢" =/ ; '  where both/; and ~' are n-fold module extensions. 
Injectivity of I '  implies that there exists a homomorphism q~ such that 
Y ) I  
1 1' 
Y' >I' 
commutes. The crossed homomorphisms a:X- - , I  and a ' :X ' - * I '  then satisfy 
o-' o 1:,, = ¢ o o" + g:  X--, I ' .  As g is a crossed homomorphism and U is contained in 
its kernel, g factors through G. Any crossed homomorphism from G to I '  is prin- 
cipal, so there is an element a e I '  with g(x)=(e(x ) -1 ) -a .  Thus r :  G-- 'R  and 
r ' :  G --,R' are related by r'(g) = ~z(g) + (g -  1)- (a + U'), where ~ : R --*R' is induced 
by ¢. In other words, z' is cohomologous to ~, r .  This implies that the extensions 
R~, and ~.RT are equivalent. There is then a homomorphism A'R~ R~, such that 
A ,Z  1 , . . .  ,Z ' _  2 , Y ' I 'R  r )Z 
1 ' 1 
A' 'Z~ ) . . . .  ' Z,~-2 ' Y" ' I '  ) R '  r, ;7/ 
commutes, showing that ?¢'(d)= <,.¢(~;'). Now let Y~(G,A)  be the category of all 
crossed n-fold extensions of A by G, with morphisms consisting of all morphisms 
of the form (id, z, id). ,~,(G; A) denotes the full subcategory of / / ' (G; A) whose 
objects are n-fold module extensions. Reproducing the proof of the result of Holt 
mentioned above, if 6' (as in (2.1)) is an object of 5';,(G, A), let F be the free group 
generated by the elements of X -  { 1}, g be the composition F--~'X-'-~G, N= ker g, 
and E = Y x v N be the pullback. Apply the 5 term exact homology sequence to the 
central extension Zn-2--+E-- ,N.  The observation that H2N= 0 since N is free leads 
immediately to the conclusion that [E, E] projects isomorphically onto [N, N]. Let 
d~ be the crossed n-fold extension 
A ~--~ Z I --, ...--, Z ' _  2--. E--, F - - ,  G. 
Set Y*=E/ [E ,  E] and X*=F/ [N ,  N] .  Then 
~° * = A ~-~ Z1 --* " " -° Z n - 2 --* y * ---, X * --~ G 
is an n-fold module extension, and we have morphisms d*~d'~--*gin //'' ( G, A ). 
Notice that if # is an n-fold module extension, one can ignore this fact, treating it 
as a crossed n-fold extension, and still construct ~*. In this case, however, 6'* = ~. 
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It follows that if ~°and d°' are n-fold module extensions, then they are connected by 
a string of morphisms in ,9~,,(G, A) if and only if they are so connected in 57,,(G, A). 
(Just apply the * operation to the string in .~,,(G, A)). 
The additivity of 0¢ is obvious. [] 
We will now construct an inverse for ~¢/. Let .~ =A ~-~Z l~. . -~Zn+l- -~7/  be 
(~ -1)-fold extension of A by 7/. Put P=ker (Z~+~Y) ;  choose z~ Z,+~ such that 
7- '--. Define q~" G~P to be the crossed homomorphism q~(g)=(g-1)z. Let X= 
{ " "g ~ Zn l G ]y~ 0(g)}. As a set, X is a pullback, but it has semidirect multiplica- 
tion. Define ,ge(j) to be the -= equivalence class of the crossed n-fold extension 
Z )--) Z1 --' . . . --" Z n_ l ~ X ---* G. 
Proposition 2. ,¢f(.y ) does not depend on the choice o f  z in Z~+ 1. I f  . ' /and .e' are 
) - !  
equivalent in the sense o f  Yoneda, then ~( f )= 3V(~' ). 
Proof. If ¢p':G---)P is given by dp' (g)=(g-1)z ' ,  then (Cp- fb ' ) (g )=(g- l )p  for 
p -- z - z'  ~ P. Letting X'  be the group constructed with 0'  and choosing q e Z, with 
q,- r in X, define Xn : X~X'  by Xn(Y lg) =(y+ (g -  1)q) lg. Then, putting X, =id 
fc .'< n, (id, X, id) shows the equivalence of the extensions constructed from z and 
z ~, respectively. 
To prove the second assertion, suppose X '=X " (i.e. there is a morphism from 
~' to .~ "restricting to the identity on the ends). If one chooses z" ~ Z~,'+ ~ to be the 
image of z' ~ Z,,+ l, a morphism from the n-fold module extension of A by G con- 
structed from y" with z' to the one constructed from Y" with z" is readily establish- 
ed. Now suppose there is a string 
. , / .  
z '  = = ,e2  = ' "= ,<, ,  = ' " 
ke. ~",/'~,~;3,---,~m-~ be n-fold module extensions constructed from 
s :,-Y3,.--,,em-1 with elements z", z~, .. . ,  Zm-~. Using the morphisms postulated 
"I: 2.6), construct n-fold module extensions ~" corresponding to .e", and ~;',+,/:t- 
corresponding to #]_ l, e,+ ~, respectively, i = 1, 3,..., m - 1 (if i = 1, no ~,,- is need- 
ed), constructed with the images of z' ,  zl, z3, . . . ,  Zm- ~. One then has 
/ '~-dl ~/: l  + *--/;3- ~d3 ~ '+ <-""--~ ' ", 
showing / ' -~  ". 
Theorem 1. The group o f  equivalence classes o f  crossed n- fo ld  extensions o f  a G- 
n+l  ,,nodule A by G is isomorphic  to Extz[al(Z, A). 
?">of. Let ,',' be an (n + 1)-fold extension of A by A by Z and let (,' denote the cor- 
responding n-fold module extension of A by G; see (2.5). We will show ,¢ is in the 
equivalence class e¢(,~ ). Let I be an injective Z[G]-module containing Zn. Then I 
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contains U=kerX-*G since U=ker(Z . -*Z .+l ) .  The inclusion Z. - * I  induces a 
monomorphism j : P~R =I /U  such that the diagram 
A)  ..... ) l  n 
A)  ' I  
' Z1 """  ' Z . -1  
' ZI ' " "  ' Z . - i  
/z 
~P 
P 
"R  
(2.7) 
commutes. Let ~ : G--*P be the 1-cocycle used to construct d, and for g e G, let 
~(g) e Z. be an element with n~k(g)= O(g). 
By definition, XCZ, ,  I G; since Znc l  we may take r :X -* I IG  to be the inclu- 
sion. The 7/[G]-module xtension ~(d) is represented by 
.~' = A -* Z 1 ~ ... -* Z n_ I -* I--* R "-'7/, 
where r =j.O, as one can see by noticing O(g) l g ~ X implies r(g)=p0(g)=jn~(g)= 
jO(g). Therefore there is a morphism of Z[G]-module extensions 
P 
R 
l n_  I 
, R r 
,Z 
1 
,7/ 
(2.8) 
Splicing (2.7) and (2.8) together, we have .~=X' .  
Finally, let 4' be an n-fold extension of A by G, with homomorphisms and groups 
labeled as in (2.1). Let /) be the corresponding (n + 1)-fold extension of A by 7/ 
labeled as in (2.4). The modules P and R coincide in this case, as do the cocycles 
q~ and r; and .gf(.¢) is represented by 
g+ =A -* ZI "- '~"' -~Zn_2"-* Y-*X  + -*G, 
where X + = {i l g e 11 G I v(g) =p(i)}. Since r : X -o l IG  is of the form r(x) = a(x) l e(x) 
where v(e(x))=pa(x), it follows that r (X )CX +, and therefore ~ =g+. [] 
The following corollary was originally proved by Barr and Rinehart [5]. 
Corollary. The group o f  equivalence classes o f  n-fold module extensions o f  a G- 
module A by a group G is isomorphic to Hn+I(G,A).  
Proof. The fact that crossed n-fold extensions may be replaced by n-fold module 
extensions was established in the proof of Proposition 1. [] 
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3. Minimal adequate extensions an higher multipliers 
Let A be a left G-module and " . - )BnG~B,_ IG~.. .~BoG=7/[G ] denote the 
bar resolution. Write, for each i,J,G=ker(B~G~B~ G). For n___ 1 the sequence 
Ol On- l On 
A~Hom(BoG, A) '... 'Hom(Bn_IG, A) ,Hom(J,,_IG, A ) (3.1) 
is exact. Let 
n-~l  H: Ext~[GI(Z, Hom( J , _  1G, A)) x Ext~[cl((Hom J, _ iG, A), A) Extz[G](7/, A) 
denote the Yoneda product, and let J be the Yoneda equivalence class of (3.1). 
Then 
H( - ,  fl ): Ext~t6](2~, Hom(J  ~_ ~G,A))~Ext~[+c~(g/,A) 
is an isomorphism. It follows that we have defined an isomorphism 
H1(G; Hom(J ,_  iG, A) )~H "+ l(G; A). 
The sequence (3.1) can be converted to an n-fold module extension by taking the 
semidirect product of the final two G-modules with G: 
a l  
A ~ Hom(BoG, A) ,--- ' Hom(Bn_2G, A) 
(9. _ l 1 1 3n I id  
, Hom(B, iG, A) 1G ,' Hom(J ,_  1G, A) 1G. (3.2) 
Write W~I=Hom(Jn_IG, A)1G and let (~+16Hn+I(w~+I;A) denote the 
cohomology class represented by the n-fold module extension (3.2). Here the projec- 
tion n: Wn" ~ l~G provides the mechanism for A to be a WA '+l-module. 
Theorem 2. Let tleHn+l(G;A). Then there & a homomorphism s: G~W~ +t, 
such that n o s = id s*~ + 1 = r/. 
Proof. We will represent r/by an n-fold module extension of A by G which admits a 
morphism to the n-fold module extension (3.2). Let ~e Ext~tal(Z, Hom(J  ._ iG, A)) 
• -~ -n+l  be chosen such that H(~', y )  corresponds to r/via the isomorphism of ~xtz[6](7/, A) 
and H"+I(G; A). Let /z denote the Yoneda product of (3.1) and a G-module ex- 
tension Hom(Jn_ 1G, A)---' R~ ~ Z represented by ff (where r : G ~ Hom(J  n _ 1G, A) is 
a crossed homomorphism), and ?,' be the corresponding n-fold module extension, 
constructed as in Section 2. By definition, ~ is represented by r/. The homomor- 
phism s is then the semidirect product r lid, and the existence of the map of ~ to 
~3.2) is easy to see. [] 
Example. Let G be a finite group of order p, and let C* be the multiplicative group 
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of nonzero complex numbers with trivial G-module structure. Setting A = C* and 
n = 1, (3.2) becomes 
C* ~ Hom(BoG, C*) I G --* W2.. 
Lemma. There is a morphism of group extensions 
C*) 
C*> 
, Horn(BoG, C*) 1G , Wc2, 
I ' I 
, GL(p, C) ) PGL(p, C) 
Proof.  Hom(BoG, C*) is identified with the product (C*) c, with G-module struc- 
ture gz(h)=z(hg), for z eG(C*) G and g, heG. Since we will be dealing with 
matrices, we must number the elements of G: thus G = {gl, ---, gp}- Let ?'(z lg) be 
the matrix (mis), where mij =0 unless gj =gig, in which case mij = z(g,). It is routine 
to check that ), is a monomorphism as asserted. [] 
Remark. The proof of the lemma shows Hom(BoG, C*) 1 G is the wreath product 
C* l G. The image of y is contained in the group of p ×p monomial matrices; a 
monomial matrix is a nonsingular matrix with the minimum number of nonzero 
entries. The group of p xp  monomial matrices is the split extension of (C*) p by the 
symmetric group X v and is thus isomorphic to C*~X v. ), is then determined by a 
permutation representation G--'Xv. 
It follows from the lemma that ~2. is the restriction of the class X e 
H2(PGL(p, C), C*) of the extension C*~GL(p ,  C)--*PGL(p, C). 
In [1] Schur proved that 27 has a property similar to the property established 
for ~2. by Theorem 2: given a group G of order p, and r/eH2(G; C*) there exists 
a homomorphism ~ : G ---,PGL(p, C) with 0"27 = r/. As a consequence of this result, 
Schur was able to define the multiplier of a group, which was later recognized to 
be an interpretation of H2G. Let T= I~/Z. We will use the groups W~ ÷l and the 
classes ~-+ 1 to give a similar interpretation of the groups H,  + l G. Let ~ be the n- 
fold module extension of T by W~ +1 as in (3.2); then ~+l  ~H.+I (W~+I ;  T) 
represents ¢~-. 
Definition. An n-fold module extension ,; =A ~-'Z1 -*-'. ~Z,,_ l ~X~ G is strictly 
adequate if every cross-section s" G -~ W~ + 1 occurs in some morphism (0, Z, s)" ~" 
#~- of n-fold module extensions. If ~ is strictly adequate and 5~'-~,', then we say 
that d' is adequate. For strictly adequate xtensions ~;' and/;'" write ~"< 6'" if there 
is a monomorphism a 'A '~A"  such that for every morphism (0, g",s):~'"--' ¢,'~- 
there exists a morphism of the form (~ o a, Z', s): ~ '~ '//~-. No relation between ~," 
and ~" is assumed. If ~' + and ~,' + + are adequate xtensions, ~ +_< ~' + + means that 
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there exist strictly adequate xtensions d' and/ . "  such that /;' = d' +, / : " - / :  + +, and 
/ '<  / ". Finally, we will say that /; 0 is a minimal adequate n-fold module extension 
i f / ,0 is adequate and if, for all adequate xtensions ~,0___/;. 
In case n=l ,  Schur [1] proved that minimal adequate extensions 
(Darstellungsgruppen in Schur's terminology) are not unique unless G is perfect, but 
-~ ~ :he group A ° .,~.,. of a minimal adequate xtension (the Schur multiplier) is unique 
t~r '..'~ isomorphism. This motivates the following definition. 
Definition. A is an nth multiplier of G if there exists a minimal adequate n-fold 
module extension of A by G. 
Let 2A'Hn+~(G'A)~Hom(Hn+IG,  A) be the homomorphism given by the 
universal coefficient heorem. 
Theorem 3. Let /; be an n-fold module extension with cohomology class 
[I ] ~ H n + l (G; A). Then ~ is adequate i f  and only i f  2 A [/; ] is monomorphic, and 
...... real adequate i f  an only i f  "~A [d ] is isomorphic. 
Pr~.~of. Suppose '~'A [4 ] is monomorphic. Choose a cross section s :G  ~ Wf  + ~ and 
te~ f l=)~r(s*~-+l)'Hn+lG--*T. Since T is divisible, there is homomorphism 
a:A- -T  such that ~O~A[6"] =,8. Each Hom(B,G, T) is an injective 77[G]-module, 
so there are Y_[G]-homomorphisms y, : Z~ ~Hom(B,_ 1G, T), i= 1,..., n -  1, such 
that the diagram 
t Ol 
A ' Z l 'Z  2 
1 J c;' Yl 
7- , Hom(BoG, T) Oj 
~n- 2 
'"" > Zn_ I )B  
~)r/- I 
0n - 2 On - 1 
,.-- > Hom(B~_2G, T) , Hom(Bn_ 1G, T)  
(3.4) 
commutes, where B denotes coker 0n-2. Again, since Hom(B,,_ iG, T) is injective, 
there is a morphism of group extensions 
B ,X  
Hom(B,,_ 1G, T) 
,G  
v° 1-- (3.5) 
G.T)~G ,~G , Hom(B n_ ) ,  I G 
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defining 7n : X-~Hom(B,,_ IG, T) 1G. The diagram 
Zn-  l 
~) t l  - l 
Hom(Bn_2G, T) 
all  
,X  
1" 
' Hom(Bn_ 1G, T) 1 G 
~G 
s' (3.6) 
,, W~ +l 
then defines a cross section s'" G ~ W~ + I and (a, y, s ')"  (--* 4/~- is a morphism of n- 
fold module extensions. It follows that a,[~" ] = (s ' ) *~ -+ ~. If we apply 2r,  we have 
ar ( (S ' ) *~ +~ ) = ~ ra , [~q = a o ~A [~' ] =# ='~r (s*~ + ~). 
Since 2r  is an isomorphism, (s ' ) *~ -+1 =s*(~ -+1. Write s (g)=a(g) lg  and s ' (g)-  
a'(g) l g, where s, s "G- - .Hom( J , _  xG, T) are crossed homomorphisms. There is 
an element A eHom(Bn_2G, T) such that a(g)=a ' (g )+(g-  1). (OA). Define 
7,~" X--* (Horn(B,,_ ~G, T) 1G by 
Then 
7;,(x) = ( ( (e (x ) -  l ) .  A )  l l )7, , (x).  
(03 l id)  o 7~(x) = ( ( (etx)  - 1). 0A) 1 l ) s ' (e(x) )  
= ((e(x) - 1). OZl + a ' (e (x) ) )  I e(x)  = s o e(x).  
Put 7 '= (71, -.-, 7n-l, 7n); then (a, 7, s) is the required morphism /,~--,~e~. 
If 2A[6 v] is not monomorphic, let teHn÷lG be a non-trivial element of its 
kernel. Choose g : Hn + 1G ~ T such that/~(t) ~: 0 and find a cross section s:  G~ W~ ÷ 1 
such that 2r (S*~-+l )=g.  If (a, X, s) : d --, "~- were a morphism, then a,[d°]= 
s .~+ l; applying 2r, a o 2A [,' ] =g,  a contradiction. 
Choose a (n + 1)-characteristic element l oeH n+ 1(G; Hn+ 1G), and let g.0 be an n- 
fold module extension of H,, .  i G by G such that [d 0] = 10; then 6' o is minimal ade- 
quate. We may assume do is strictly adequate. If d° =A~ZI~. . .  Zn_ 1 ~ Y--*G is 
another minimal adequate strictly adequate xtension, then d _<g.o. Therefore one 
has a monomorphism a" A~H n + iG such that (~, 7, ~') '6 '°~h'~ - implies the ex- 
istence of (0 oct, 7" ~)" d ~ :'//~-. Let g" H n + 1G -~ T be an arbitrary homomorphism. 
There exists (# ,7 ,0 ) ' ( ° - ,~  '-. Therefore g. [d '°]=/ . t ,a , [~];  applying 2r, /.t= 
/~o(aO2A[~°]). Since B was arbitrary, t~O2A[d °] is the identity. Since a is a 
monomorphism by hypothesis, a is an isomorphism. [] 
Corollary. I f  A is an nth multiplier o f  G, then A --- H n + 1G. 
Remark. If, in the definition of higher multipliers, crossed n-fold extensions are us- 
ed rather than n-fold module extensions, the above corollary is still valid. The proof 
is straightforward and is omitted. 
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